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Abstract: This article examines bank lobbying in the Basel Committee on Banking
Supervision (BCBS). While excessive bank lobbying is routinely linked to weakened banking regulations, we still know little about bank mobilization patterns.
In particular, when and why do some banks lobby the BCBS while others do
not? I argue that the decision to lobby is a function of two factors: banks’ organizational characteristics and domestic banking regulations. I test my argument
using a unique dataset of over 33,000 banks worldwide during the period in
which Basel III was negotiated. My ﬁndings conﬁrm a pronounced bias in bank
mobilization patterns toward wealthy, internationally active banks. I also ﬁnd
that banks facing more stringent banking regulations at home tend to lobby the
BCBS in an eﬀort to level the playing ﬁeld with international competitors. This
eﬀect is particularly salient for stringent regulations on banking activities as well
as higher capital adequacy requirements.1
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It is now generally recognized by scholars and practitioners alike that the recent
global ﬁnancial crisis was chieﬂy the result of widespread regulatory failure.2 An
extended period of light-touch ﬁnancial regulation, neo-liberal ideological
dominance, and processes of ‘ﬁnancialization’ had signiﬁcantly weakened the
structures of both national and international ﬁnancial governance. Importantly,
ﬁnancial industry actors have been greatly implicated in this process. Not
only were banks, securities markets actors, and insurance providers the main

1 Thanks are due to Juliet Johnson, Kevin Young, and the anonymous reviewers for their helpful
comments on earlier drafts of this article. I would also like to thank Susanna Mocker for her invaluable research assistance.
2 BIS (2008); de Larosiere (2009); FSA (2009); IMF (2009); Moschella and Tsingou (2013), 407.
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beneﬁciaries of regulatory failure, but these same actors are often credited with
helping to signiﬁcantly weaken ﬁnancial regulation.3 Indeed, regulatory failure is
routinely traced back to the lobbying eﬀorts and undue inﬂuence of these market
actors.4 The millions of dollars spent by the likes of Ameriquest Mortgage on political donations and campaign contributions as well as AIG’s strategies to avoid rigorous regulatory oversight prior to the ﬁnancial crisis are just two of the more
prominent examples.5 The eﬀects of bank lobbying on ﬁnancial regulation are
even more conspicuous, however, at the international level. The Basel
Committee on Banking Supervision (BCBS), the chief international regulatory
agency setting standards and regulations for banks worldwide, has long been considered to be in the pocket of large, international banks, with the regulations issued
by the BCBS serving as evidence of excessive bank inﬂuence and even so-called
regulatory capture.6 7 That the BCBS’s various Accords have come to serve as
common regulation for the majority of commercial and investment banks
around the globe makes such speculation particularly troubling. Even more troubling is that Basel III, the BCBS’s central regulatory response to the ﬁnancial crisis,
suggests nothing more than ‘business as usual,’ with the lobbying eﬀorts of banks
eﬀectively taking the teeth out of the new regulation.8
This article examines bank lobbying in the BCBS. There is already considerable
research addressing this issue. For instance, scholars have examined the role and
inﬂuence of banks in the creation of Basel I, Basel II, and, most recently, Basel III.9
Additionally, scholars have variously assessed how and why ﬁnancial industry
actors managed to obtain their rule-making role in global regulatory politics;
how the lobbying strategies of ﬁnancial industry actors have changed in light of
the recent ﬁnancial crisis; and the impact of lobbying strategies on ﬁnancial regulatory outcomes and so-called regulatory capture.10 Nevertheless, and despite a
renewed interest in ﬁnancial industry actors’ lobbying eﬀorts since the ﬁnancial

3 New York Times (29 March 2012), Acemoglu; The Atlantic (1 May 2009), Johnson and Kwak
(2010).
4 Igan, Mishra, and Tressel (2009); Mattli and Woods (2009); Young (2012), 664.
5 Igan et al. (2009); Forbes (2009); Forbes (2009), Kaufman.
6 Baker (2010); Helleiner and Porter (2009); Geoﬀrey R. D. Underhill and Zhang (2008); GriﬃthJones and Persaud (2008); Lall (2012).
7 For an alternative perspective, see Young (2012), 664 who argues that claims of regulatory
capture in the BCBS are “overstated and misleading.”
8 Hellwig (2010); Lall (2012).
9 Kapstein (1989); Oatley and Nabors (1998); Baker (2010); Claessens, Underhill, and Zhang
(2008); Young (2012); Baker (2013); Hellwig (2010); Lall (2012).
10 Geoﬀrey R. D. Underhill and Zhang (2008); Pagliari and Young (2014); Young (2013); Baker
(2010); Carpenter and Moss (2014); Claessens et al. (2008).
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crisis, recent scholarly research is relatively quiet on one fundamental question:
Namely, when do banks lobby? More speciﬁcally: What factors explain when and
why banks mobilize to lobby the BCBS in order to shape regulatory outcomes in
their favor and, perhaps, even weaken global banking regulations?11 Further, how
can we explain why only some banks lobby at the international level and others do
not? Answering these questions not only addresses a fundamental gap in existing
scholarship but also speaks to larger issues of the role and inﬂuence of banks in
BCBS decision-making processes as well as how bank lobbying leads to regulatory
failure and weakened global ﬁnancial regulation in the banking sector.
This article examines these questions using a unique dataset on bank lobbying
in the BCBS for the period 2010–2014 during which the Basel III Accord was negotiated. Basel III sought a complete overhaul of the existing permissive regulatory
environment in the global ﬁnancial system, thus providing an important incentive
for banks to lobby at the international level. Advancing a novel theoretical framework, I explain the decision to lobby the BCBS as a function of two factors: bank
organizational characteristics and domestic banking regulations. First, organizational characteristics, like ﬁnancial resources and international banking activity,
reﬂect a bank’s capacity to overcome collective action problems and lobby at the
international level. Second, domestic banking regulations, like strict capital adequacy requirements, impact the decision to lobby in two ways. First, they work
to eﬀectively ‘push’ banks to seek opportunities at the international level, especially in terms of leveling the regulatory playing ﬁeld with international competitors. Second, banks seek to limit the adjustment costs between existing domestic
regulations and proposed international regulations. As such, banks facing greater
adjustment costs are also more likely to lobby the BCBS.
Controlling for a series of alternative explanations, I test my argument using an
econometric analysis of over 33,000 banks worldwide. Results provide considerable evidence supporting several of my main arguments. First, I ﬁnd that banks’
ﬁnancial resources and international scope are critical factors in the decision to
lobby. Only a very select few of the world’s wealthiest and most international
11 I deﬁne lobbying as explicit eﬀorts and strategies of non-state stakeholders to inﬂuence decision-making outcomes (Baumgartner and Leech, 1998). Importantly, this deﬁnition limits lobbying to the so-called “ﬁrst face” of power, which equates lobbying inﬂuence with preference
attainment. The second and third faces of power (agenda setting power and latent power) as
well as the “power of inaction,” as discussed in Woll (2014), are not part of this analysis. While
these other types of lobbying power are important, they are not captured by the empirical
approach taken in this analysis, which draws on consultation documents for an assessment of
bank lobbying in the BCBS. Such consultation processes reﬂect the type of direct lobbying, especially as it is understood in terms of an exchange of information, which is best captured by the ﬁrst
face of power.
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banks tend to lobby the BCBS, thus conﬁrming a pronounced bias in bank mobilization patterns in the BCBS. Second, I ﬁnd that banks facing tougher regulations
at home tend to be more likely to lobby the BCBS. At the same time, however, I ﬁnd
little evidence that the decision to lobby is linked to the adjustment costs. In other
words, banks are not lobbying in order to support or secure more permissive
international rules. Taken together, these results suggest that international bank
lobbying follows patterns of regulatory ‘trading up’ (see Vogel, 1995) or a raceto-the-top. In an eﬀort to level the playing ﬁeld with international competitors,
banks lobby the BCBS to ensure that the same strict rules they face at home are
applied at the international level.

1 The Determinants of Bank Lobbying
At the international level, the main locus for banking regulation is the BSBC.
Emerging in 1974 in response to the collapse of Bankhaus Herstatt in Germany,
the BSBC seeks to bring greater stability to global ﬁnance, especially in light of a
steady increase in, and risks associated with, cross-border banking, international
banking competition, and trends in foreign entry.12 While composed entirely of
unelected oﬃcials (mainly central bankers and national bank supervisors from
the world’s richest countries) and lacking a formal legal personality, the BCBS’s
standards and regulations nevertheless have surprising power and reach in
global ﬁnancial governance. Starting as a G10 body, the Basel Committee now
has representatives from twenty-eight jurisdictions around the world. Basel rules
have also quickly spread to governments not formally represented on the
Committee. Non-member governments use Basel because they typically face
“strong incentives […] to emulate the standards it generates.”13 Part of this pressure
comes from the fact that various international organizations, in particular the
International Monetary Fund and World Bank, now use Basel to evaluate ﬁnancial
soundness in emerging and developing markets (Barth, Caprio, and Levine (2006),
65). It is therefore perhaps little wonder then that Basel is routinely characterized
as perhaps the most prominent example of international regulatory harmonization
to date (Singer, 2007).
The central importance of the BCBS in global ﬁnancial regulation goes some
distance in explaining why banks would spend time and resources lobbying to
inﬂuence the agency’s core regulatory outputs. The fact that the BCBS has no
12 Davies and Green (2008), 34. For good overviews of the Basel Committee and the various
Basel Accords see Goldbach (2015), Goodhart (2011), and Tarullo (2008).
13 Young (2011), 39; see also Barth, Caprio, and Levine (2006).
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formal legal personality and its rules are examples of ‘soft law’ has little bearing on
the importance of the Committee as a target for lobbying. In fact, the informal
nature of the BCBS seems to nurture lobbying eﬀorts. The unelected character
of BCBS oﬃcials only seems to exacerbate a ‘revolving door’ problem that sees a
tight web of inﬂuence linking industry actors and regulators.14 The so-called
‘Olympian detachment’ that separates the BCBS from state governments and
which is meant to ensure that the Committee acts as a guardian of the public interest has transformed decision-making in the BCBS into a form of “business corporatism.”15 What is more, both BCBS regulators and powerful industry actors are
commonly implicated in propagating a ‘cult of ﬁnance’ that advocates light
touch regulation and liberal regulatory strategies.16 Taken together these insights
have led to a general consensus in the scholarly literature that BCBS regulations are
largely shaped by the preferences of powerful banks and that the Basel Accords are
prime examples of so-called regulatory capture, a situation where regulation is
excessively inﬂuenced by the regulated industry itself.17
Despite such a consensus amongst scholars, we still know little about the more
fundamental question of why banks decide to lobby the BCBS in the ﬁrst place.
What factors, in other words, explain a bank’s decision to mobilize? Further,
why do some banks lobby the BCBS while others do not?

1.1 Organizational Characteristics
A prominent explanation for bank lobbying in the BCBS is related to banks’
resources. Scholarly and popular accounts commonly stress the extent to which
excessive concentrations of wealth can translate into considerable political lobbying power for banks.18 On one level, superior resources are crucial for funding
campaign contributions, obtaining media coverage, and otherwise ﬁnancing
expensive lobbying strategies.19 However, when it comes to inﬂuencing banking
regulations, material resources are perhaps most important to the extent that
they relate to informational advantages for industry actors.20 Technical,
14 Braun and Raddatz (2010).
15 Claessens et al. (2008), 319; Geoﬀrey R. D. Underhill and Zhang (2008), 543.
16 Baker (2010).
17 Baker (2010); Goldin and Vogel (2010); Griﬃth-Jones and Persaud (2008); Helleiner and
Porter (2009); Lall (2012): Ocampo (2009); Tsingou (2010); Young (2011).
18 Baker (2010); Johnson and Kwak (2010); for an alternative view, see Lall (2012).
19 Igan et al. (2009). Lall (2012) presents a contrasting view, arguing that bank resources played
an insigniﬁcant role for banks seeking to inﬂuence the Basel II Accord. Instead, the key explanatory
factor for Lall was timing: Banks that begin lobbying early on had the most inﬂuence over Basel II.
20 Cerny (1994); Porter (2009); G. R. D. Underhill, Blom, and Mügge (2010).
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policy-relevant information is the currency of inﬂuence for global ﬁnancial governance.21 As Griﬃth-Jones and Persaud explain, resources help banks “pay for
studies from outside experts that better inform their positions […] through superior
expertise and information” which, in turn, are central for regulators to “become
persuaded of the banker’s position.”22 In addition to having access to the type of
technical information most in demand by regulators, superior wealth and other
material resources are key to a bank’s ability to mobilize at the international
level. From Stigler’s 1971 seminal work, we know that private sector actors with
considerable resources have an easier time overcoming collective action problems
that otherwise limit their ability to mobilize on certain issues.23 On balance, groups
with greater resources are able to expand the scope and sophistication of their lobbying eﬀorts and develop new strategies to lobby at both the state and international
levels.
H1: Banks with greater ﬁnancial resources will be more likely to lobby the BCBS.
A second feature related to organizational characteristics is banks’ international
scope, or speciﬁcally the extent to which banks are internationally active. In one
sense, banks with greater international scope have more at stake when it comes
to the international banking rules set out by the BCBS. After all, the various
Basel Accords are, strictly speaking, intended to target international banks. In
fact, recent empirical research suggests that these same international banks are
the most active and inﬂuential when it comes to lobbying in the BCBS.
Goldbach (2015a) shows that while internationally-oriented banks are more
likely to lobby at the international level, nationally-oriented banks tend to use
established national channels and bank associations. Several studies also ﬁnd
that the Basel II and Basel III Accords reﬂected the interests of internationally
active banks, regardless of their national origin (and ﬁnances).24 International
scope also reﬂects a bank’s lobbying power. In particular, banks that are internationally active are better able to provide the technical expertise required by BCBS
regulators, especially as it pertains to issues of international banking, like regulatory arbitrage and the risks associated with cross-border banking.
H2: Banks with greater international scope will be more likely to lobby the BCBS.

21
22
23
24

Helleiner and Porter (2009); Lall (2012); Young (2012).
Griﬃth-Jones and Persaud (2008), 266.
See also Schattschneider (1975).
Claessens et al. (2008); Lall (2012).
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1.2 Domestic Banking Regulations
Banks’ organizational characteristics go some distance in explaining bank mobilization patterns at the level of the BCBS. However, they are limited in the sense that
they can only tell us about the capacity of banks to lobby, and not their motivation
for doing so. A central argument advanced in this analysis is that a more complete
explanation of bank lobbying requires a consideration of both factors. To this end, I
propose coupling an organizational, characteristics-based explanation of bank
lobbying with more explicit theorizing regarding the institutional push and pull
factors motivating banks to lobby the BCBS: In particular, the nature and stringency
of the domestic regulatory context that banks face at home. Insights from the existing literature provide a point of departure for this approach.
Banks, as well as interest organizations more broadly speaking, are regularly
constrained in achieving their political aims and objectives by the institutional
context in which they operate.25 Strict rules at home tend to ‘push’ these actors
to seek more favorable rules elsewhere. This might entail international venue
shopping or multi-level lobbying as well as a strategic shift in lobbying focus
from the domestic to the international level.26 For banks, stringent domestic
banking regulations, like high capital adequacy requirements and strict regulatory
oversight mechanisms, impose high ﬁnancial costs on banks in domestic markets.
Internationally, however, more stringent domestic regulations lead to concerns
about bank competitiveness. According to Singer (2007) domestic regulators are
often faced with the diﬃcult dilemma of increasing banking regulations while
maintaining banks’ sectoral competitiveness. More stringent regulations at
home have the potential to make banks less competitive in world markets.
Oatley and Nabor (1998) provides compelling evidence that banks also make strategic decisions about the link between domestic regulations and international
competitiveness. Indeed, the authors explain how Basel I rules resulted from the
U.S. government seeking to satisfy powerful domestic banking interests. Basel I
was less about addressing an international regulatory problem and more about
implementing rules that would ensure that Japanese banks were playing by the
same (strict) rules as their American (and European) counterparts.27 In this
sense, banks are pushed to lobby at the international level by their interest in leveling the playing ﬁeld with other banks. These insights lead to a third hypothesis.

25 Mahoney (2004); North (1990).
26 Beyers and Kerremans (2012); Keck and Sikkink (1998); Marks and McAdam (1996).
27 See also Kapstein (1989).
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H3: Banks facing stricter domestic banking regulations will be more likely to lobby
the BCBS.
Finally, proponents of a ‘realist’ explanation of international banking regulations
provide a somewhat diﬀerent argument regarding the impact of domestic banking
regulations. For instance, Simmons (2001), (Wood 2005), and Drezner (2007) variously explain how states seek to limit the adjustment costs of new international regulations by working to ensure that international arrangements correspond as closely
as possible to their pre-existing, national regulatory frameworks. The same logic can
impact a bank’s decision to lobby.28 The underlying implication is that banks facing
greater adjustment costs (greater diﬀerences between existing domestic rules and
international rules) would be more inclined to take their lobbying eﬀorts to the
BCBS than banks facing fewer adjustment costs. Given banks’ preferences for more
permissive regulatory environments, this eﬀect should be most salient for banks
located in countries where banking regulations are less stringent than the new international standards. These banks enjoying permissive regulations at home have more
to lose by adopting the new, more stringent international rules, and would therefore
be more inclined to lobby at the level of the BCBS to change these rules.
H4: Banks facing higher adjustment costs associated with adopting more stringent
regulations will be more likely to lobby the BCBS.

2 Research Design
In this section I discuss the operationalization of the variables considered in this
analysis. In order to isolate the eﬀects of these variables, I will also consider a
number of control variables.

2.1 Bank Mobilization Patterns
I examine bank mobilization patterns using data derived from BCBS oﬃcial stakeholder consultation documents. Since the early 1990s, the BCBS has routinely consulted with relevant (ﬁnancial industry) stakeholders before drawing up new
regulations.29 These open consultations provide an opportunity for a broad
array of actors (ranging from NGOs to individual ﬁnancial industry actors) to
weigh in on and, ultimately inﬂuence, BCBS decisions. The documents or letters
28 See Lall (2012).
29 Young (2011); 42.
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submitted by stakeholders through the consultation mechanism typically communicate valuable technical information regarding highly complex regulatory processes and, as such, are potentially of great value to BCBS regulators. Further,
banks face a strong inventive to provide feedback insofar as the consultation
process aﬀords banks with a unique opportunity to inﬂuence and shape new regulations. Of course, consultations are not the only avenue for banks seeking inﬂuence: There are also several alternative formal and informal points of access
through which banks can lobby.30 However, using consultation documents to
examine mobilization patterns and lobbying inﬂuence has become common practice
in scholarly research.31 This is likely due to the fact that consultation data are commonly readily available online and easy to access. In the case of the BCBS there is also
good reason to believe that consultation data provides an important insight into
recent bank lobbying eﬀorts and gives us a good picture of which banks are indeed
concerned about inﬂuencing BCBS regulatory outcomes. Speciﬁcally, the 2008 global
ﬁnancial crisis has shone a spotlight on the role of ﬁnancial industry actors in national
and international regulatory processes.32 As a result, industry actors and regulators
are now subject to greater public scrutiny. One signiﬁcant outcome is related to
how ﬁnancial industry actors have adapted their lobbying strategies in the postcrisis period (Young, 2013). Namely, rather than seeking to simply veto new regulations at the earliest stages of the policy making process, banks are now relegated to
negotiating the ﬁner details of regulations that are already on the table. This means
that lobbying practices have been increasingly brought into the light of day, forcing
industry actors to weigh-in on regulatory decision-making processes through more
formal channels of communication, like stakeholder consultations.
This analysis focuses on the mobilization of banks at the level of the BCBS over
a four-year period: 2010–2014.33 This period corresponds to the BCBS’s negotiation of the Basel III Accord. Basel III is signiﬁcant because it marks the BCBS’s
main response to the frailties of global ﬁnancial governance as they were
exposed through the ﬁnancial crisis. Indeed, Basel III marked a signiﬁcant overhaul of existing international banking regulations (most importantly, the Basel II
Accord), setting out an ambitious range of new regulatory standards, redeﬁning
capital, increasing Tier 1 capital requirements, introducing higher minimum
capital and liquidity ratios, and implementing a capital surcharge on systemically
important institutions (BCBS, 2009). All of these changes pose signiﬁcant costs for

30 See Pagliari and Young (2014).
31 Chalmers (2014); Claessens et al. (2008); Klüver (2013); Pagliari and Young (2014); Rasmussen
and Carroll (2014).
32 Baker (2010).
33 See the online appendix for a complete list of consultations used for this analysis.
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Table 1: Distribution of actor type in BCBS consultations (2010–2014)
Actor Type
Transnational ﬁnancial association
Financial service activities, except insurance
Trade association / trade organization (employers)
Activities auxiliary to ﬁnancial service and insurance
University / college / educational
Individual
Consulting / consultancy / ﬁnancial consulting
Regulatory agency / regulator
Professional association
Firms / associations of ﬁrms
Public authority / governmental institution
Stock market
Insurance, reinsurance, and pension
Financial risk management assessment
Think tank / policy center / research
Other / missing
Chamber of commerce
Lobby group
Trade union (employees)
Legal services / law ﬁrm
International organization
Credit Rating Agency
Consumer protection group
NGO / citizen group
Total

Frequency

%

569
396
134
110
44
43
35
26
23
21
13
13
11
11
8
8
6
6
5
4
3
3
1
1
1494

38.1
26.5
9.0
7.4
2.9
2.9
2.3
1.7
1.5
1.4
0.9
0.9
0.7
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.4
0.4
0.3
0.3
0.2
0.2
0.1
0.1
100.0

banks, giving them considerable incentive to lobby the BCBS during the four-year
period examined here.
Data collection for this analysis proceeded over a number of steps. First, I gathered information on all consultations held during the 2010–2014 period. This
amounted to 1494 individual contributions from a wide variety of diﬀerent types
of non-state actors. Second, and as detailed in Table 1, I coded each contributing
actor using a modiﬁed version of the International Standard Industrial
Classiﬁcation scheme (ISIC rev. 4), a United Nations’ system for classifying
diverse economic sector activities.34 This approach to coding is consistent with
other recent empirical eﬀorts (Chalmers, 2015; Pagliari and Young, 2014).

34 This modiﬁed scheme allows for actor types that are not accounted for by ISIC, like NGOs,
religious groups, and citizen groups.
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Table 2: Distribution of Banking Industry Actors Lobbying the BCBS (2010–2014)
Number of
Consultation
Contributions
Actor Type
Commercial bank
Bank holding and holding company
Finance company
Securities ﬁrm
Clearing institution
Investment bank
Savings bank
Cooperative bank
Real estate and mortgage bank
Other non-banking credit institution
Total

Number of Unique
Actors

Frequency

%

Frequency

%

219
82
67
34
28
22
27
17
12
9
531

42
16
13
7
5
4
5
3
2
2
100

61
32
19
10
8
5
3
2
2
1
143

43
22
13
7
6
3
2
1
1
1
100

In a second step, I isolated banking sector actors by excluding all other actortypes from the dataset. Banking sector actors were identiﬁed by the ISIC scheme as
the category of actors engaging in ‘all ﬁnancial service activities’ (i.e., monetary
intermediation, the activities of holding companies, trusts, funds, ﬁnancial
leasing, and credit granting). Finally, in a third step, I used data derived from
the BankScope database provided by Bureau van Dijk and Fitch Ratings to code
each banking sector actor by their speciﬁc banking activity.35 The result, presented
in Table 2, was a total of 531 contributions from 143 unique banking sector actors
lobbying the BCBS at least once during 2010–2014 time period.36
The focus of this analysis is individual bank lobbying in the BCBS. I therefore
exclude national and transnational ﬁnancial associations (e.g., the British Bankers
Association (BBA) and the Institute of International Finance (IIF)) that work to represent the interests of multiple ﬁnancial industry ﬁrms.37 These associations constitute a sizeable percentage of BCBS lobbying in the four years under study in this
article. As presented in Table 1, nearly 40 percent of the dataset comprises
35 The BankScope database can be accessed online at https://bankscope.bvdinfo.com/version20141222/home.serv?product=scope2006.
36 A complete list of all banks and their countries of origin included in this analysis can be found
in the online appendix. Importantly, the exclusion of ﬁnancial associations may diminish the lobbying eﬀorts of smaller banks which tend to lobby via their associations.
37 A complete list of national and transnational ﬁnancial associations from the dataset can be
found in the online appendix.
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transnational ﬁnancial associations, like the IIF. Such associations clearly play a
central role in lobbying at the level of the BCBS.38 Nevertheless, their inclusion in
this study would raise several methodological issues. Foremost, my hypotheses
predict lobbying patterns based partly on the characteristics of individual banks.
Disaggregating banks from their associations distorts mechanisms explaining a
bank’s decision to lobby. Large associations, after all, can represent dozens or
more individual banks, many of which may not be involved in the decision to
lobby and can even free-ride on the association’s lobbying eﬀorts (lobbying via an
association lowers the costs of lobbying). It is also not entirely clear if associations
(adequately) represent the speciﬁc interests of all of their members. Disaggregating
associations such that all individual members are included in this study would give an
exaggerated account of individual bank lobbying—after all, the presence of the IIF, for
instance, does not necessarily mean that all of its members have lobbied on an issue.

2.2 Organizational Characteristics
I operationalize organizational characteristics in two ways: ﬁrst, in terms of a
bank’s ﬁnancial resources, and second in terms of a bank’s international scope.
1. First, collecting data on banks’ ﬁnancial resources required linking the 143
unique banking-sector actors identiﬁed above to data derived from the
BankScope database. This database includes comprehensive information on
banks’ assets and activities for over 33,000 individual banks around the globe
over a sixteen-year period. All 143 individual banks identiﬁed in the consultation data were found in the BankScope database. Individual bank’s ﬁnancial
resources are measured as a bank’s total assets per year and averaged over
the four-year period of this analysis. Total assets are recorded in millions of
USD and are log-transformed to normalize distribution.
2. Second, and to operationalize H2, I measure individual bank’s international
scope. To this end I use BankScope data on the total number of international
subsidiaries owned by a bank averaged over the four years of this study.

2.3 Domestic Banking Regulations
In order to operationalize H3 I measured domestic banking regulations using data
from Barth, Caprio, and Levine’s Bank Regulation and Supervision database.39
38 See McKeen-Edwards and Porter (2013).
39 The Bank Regulation and Supervision database can be found at http://go.worldbank.org/
SNUSW978P0.
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These data provide a comprehensive and comparative overview of banking regulations in 125 countries around the globe based on information derived from
national banking authorities, supervisors, and regulators. I use four primary measures to gauge variation in the stringency of domestic banking regulations.
Country-level values for each indicator are then linked to individual banks using
BankScope data on a bank’s ‘main domestic country’ (assessed in terms of each
bank’s ownership structure).
1. Overall restrictions on banks’ activities refer to a bank’s ability to engage in securities, insurance, and real estate activities according to existing domestic regulations. For each activity, responses are recorded on a scale ranging from 1 ¼
unrestricted (“a full range of activities can be conducted directly by banks”);
2 ¼ permitted (“a full range of activities are oﬀered, but all or some of these
activities must be conducted in subsidiaries, or in another part of a common
holding company or parent); 3 ¼ restricted (“less than the full range of activities
can be conducted in banks”); 4 ¼ prohibited (“none of these activities can be
done in either banks or subsidiaries, or in another part of a common holding
company or parent”). Higher scores correspond to more stringent regulations.
2. Oﬃcial supervisory powers measure the extent to which oﬃcial supervisory
authorities have the authority to take speciﬁc actions to prevent and correct
problems in the banking sector. This indicator is comprised of two questions:
1. Can the supervisory authority force a bank to change its internal
organizational structure (yes ¼ 1)?; Is a formal consultation process with the
industry and the public required prior to the introduction of new regulations
(yes ¼ 1)? The sum of the two indicators forms a single indicator where
higher values correspond to more stringent regulations.
3. Independence of supervisory authority measures the degree to which the supervisory authority is independent from government and legally protected from
the banking industry. The indicator is comprised of three main questions:
1. Are the supervisory bodies responsible or accountable to a) Prime
Minister, b) the Finance Minister or other cabinet level oﬃcial, c) a legislative
body, such as parliament or congress (yes ¼ 1)?; 2. Are the supervisors legally
liable for their actions (i.e., if a supervisor takes actions against a bank, the
supervisor cannot be sued) (no ¼ 1)?; 3. Does the head of the supervisory
agency (and other directors) have a ﬁxed term and how long (¼ 1 if term is
> ¼ 4 years)?40 The sum for all responses form a single indicator where

40 The cut oﬀ point of four years is determined by the coding scheme used in the Bank Regulation
and Supervision database.
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higher values correspond to greater regulatory and supervisory independence
and, therefore, more stringent regulations.
4. Capital adequacy regulations is an index comprised of three indicators regarding national regulations on the amount of capital a bank should hold relative to
its total assets: 1. What was the actual risk based capital ratio of the banking
system as of the end of 2010? This question asks for the capital adequacy
ratios (Tier I, Tier II and Tier III) of all banks in that country; 2. What was the
minimum required risk-based regulatory capital ratio as of the end of 2010?
This question refers to “the minimum capital adequacy ratios required on
the basis of Basel I and Basel II”41; 3. What was the actual Tier I capital ratio
of the banking system as of end of 2010? This question asks about “the ratio
between Tier I capital—Tier I includes paid up share capital, share premiums
(positive diﬀerence between selling price of the new shares, over the nominal
value), retained earnings and disclosed reserves.”42 Higher scores on this index
correspond to more stringent regulations.
H4 testing the adjustment costs argument is operationalized as a binary indicator
for whether or not banks were using Basel II rules as of 2010 (use of Basel II ¼ 1).
Banks that were not using these rules face greater adjustment costs than banks that
were. Data are derived from Barth, Caprio, and Levine’s Bank Regulation and
Supervision survey.

2.4 Control Variables
In order to isolate the eﬀects of the variables listed above, I also include a number
of control variables in the regression analyses. As with coding for domestic banking
regulations, country values for each control variable are linked to individual banks
using BankScope data on each bank’s “main domestic country.”
First, I include two control variables for the size of domestic ﬁnancial markets.
For many scholars, the size of ﬁnancial markets plays a critical role in “conditioning ﬁnancial power on the global stage.”43 Indeed, realist scholars expect that the
BCBS, like many international organizations, is simply a reﬂection of state power.44
In particular, BCBS regulations likely correspond to the interests of governments
(and banks) from states with the largest ﬁnancial markets. What is more, larger
41 Question overview for the Bank Regulation survey: http://econ.worldbank.org/WBSITE/
EXTERNAL/EXTDEC/EXTRESEARCH/0,,contentMDK:20345037~pagePK:64214825~piPK:64214943~
theSitePK:469382,00.html#Survey_III (accessed 20.1.2015).
42 Ibid.
43 Young (2014); 369; see also Drezner (2007); Wood (2005).
44 Drezner (2007); Simmons (2001).
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ﬁnancial markets also correspond to a larger banking sector and hence a greater
number of banks that can possibly mobilize at the level of the BCBS. Finally, banks
from larger (and commonly more developed) markets have more at stake with
regard to changes in international banking regulations. I measure this variable
using two indicators. (1) Gross domestic product (GDP) per capita provides a
general and commonly used measure of market size at the individual country
level. Data are averaged over the four-year period of this analysis, are in current
U.S. dollars, and derived from World Bank Development Indicators. (2) Second,
I also include a measure for the number of banks active in each country as of
2010. Data include all bank types and are derived from the BankScope database.
Second, I include a control variable for BCBS membership. Existing scholarship
has suggested that banks “domiciled in the countries represented on the
Committee” tend to also be more likely to lobby the BCBS.45 BCBS membership,
however, has expanded over the years, from the original G10þ member countries
in 1974 to twenty-seven member countries from both developed and emerging
economies in 2010. Banks from the original BCBS members have a longer
history of engagement with the BCBS that may aﬀect lobby patterns. As such, to
control for BCBS membership I created a binary variable for all banks from countries that have been oﬃcial members of the BCBS since 1974. This includes:
Belgium, Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Sweden, Switzerland, the United Kingdom, and the United States. Descriptive statistics for all variables used in this analysis can be found in the online appendix.

3 Analysis
The task of the present analysis is to explain the determinants of when and why
banks lobby the BCBS. In order to avoid selection bias resulting from examining
only those banks that have lobbied the BCBS, it is imperative to also include
data for (the full universe of) banks that have not. Data derived from BCBS consultations provide a generally accurate picture of bank lobbying. However, there is
unfortunately no master list of banks that have decided not to lobby the BCBS.
The solution proposed here is to use the full list of banks included in the
BankScope dataset as a substitute for the universe of banks. This dataset includes
over 33,000 banks from 179 countries around the world. Importantly, the
BankScope database has been subjected to several studies examining its validity
and coverage.46 On balance, these studies ﬁnd that the data is generally
45 Claessens et al. (2008); Griﬃth-Jones and Persaud (2003).
46 Bhattacharya (2003); Cunningham (2001); De Hass, Ferreira, and Taci (2010); Fries and
Taci (2005); Gambacorta (2005).
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representative for most countries and in terms of bank size (both large and small
banks) and international orientation (both nationally-oriented and internationally-oriented banks). One important point of criticism, however, is that the data
for banks in emerging market countries might be somewhat skewed toward
larger, “top tier” banks.47 Whether this criticism is still valid for the updated database is diﬃcult to ascertain. Nevertheless, I have included a further control variable
accounting for banks located in emerging markets countries (those in China,
Brazil, India, Russia, and South Africa ¼ 1).
Combining consultation data with the universe of banks in the BankScope data
reveals that instances of lobbying the BCBS only account for approximately 0.45
percent of the entire dataset. As such, the decision to lobby can be considered a
“rare event,” a binary dependent variable with “dozens to thousands of times”
more zeros than ones.48 While not unusual in political science research (e.g.,
events like wars), such rare events data pose unique challenges for maximum likelihood regression estimation methods. Specially, a standard approach to examining a binary dependent variable, logit estimations, tends to radically underestimate
the possibility of such rare events.49 In order to mitigate this bias I have implemented King and Zeng’s (2001) bias correction method for rare events logit
(using the authors’ relogit statistical package). While this approach has become
commonplace in political science research, there is concern that this correction
procedure may “overcorrect” for bias in maximum likelihood estimates.50 As
such, I also check the robustness of my results using a further correction procedure
for rare events data, namely Firth’s (1993) Penalized Maximum Likelihood
Estimation method (using Joseph Coveny’s ﬁrthlogit program).51 The results for
these robustness checks are available in the online appendix.
To test the relative explanatory power of my hypothesis, I estimate a series of
models with separate error components clustered at the level of ‘country’. Table 3
presents regression results for ﬁve separate models: models 1–4 individually test
my four hypotheses and a ﬁfth complete model tests all indicators together. A
test for multicollinearity (using the collin command in Stata) revealed no signiﬁcant problems with the key regressors.
Regression results provide considerable support for H1 and H2 regarding the
impact of banks’ organizational characteristics on the decision to lobby. First, bank

47 Bhattacharya (2003); Fries and Taci (2005).
48 King and Zeng (2001), 137.
49 King and Zeng (2001), 138.
50 Allison (2012); Leitgöb (2013).
51 Exact logistic regression also corrects for rare events bias but works best for small N (<200)
datasets and when covariates are primarily discrete (and preferably dichotomous).

Table 3: Determinants of bank lobbying in the BCBS using rare events logistic regression
(3)
H3

Independence of supervisory authority
Capital adequacy requirement
Using Basel II

Banks in emerging markets

Constant
N
t statistics in parentheses
* p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001

12.04***
(5.02)
21697

0.565*
(2.46)
0.130
(0.32)
0.0489
(0.17)
0.407
(0.25)

Ofﬁcial supervisory power

BCBS membership

0.809***
(13.39)
0.981***
(14.90)
0.131
(0.63)
0.231
(0.51)
0.248
(0.86)
2.702***
(3.40)
1.268
(1.81)
0.113
(0.57)
0.238*
(2.05)
0.193
(0.47)
0.0214
(0.03)

2.379***
(6.08)

Overall restriction of bank activities

Size of banking sector

(5)
Full Model

0.834***
(12.49)

International scope

GDP

(4)
H4
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Bank assets

(2)
H2
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(1)
H1

0.0200
(0.14)
0.123**
(3.17)
0.0316
(0.10)
0.143
(0.24)

0.178
(1.08)
0.455***
(4.50)
0.531
(1.15)
0.864
(1.13)

0.433*
(2.22)
0.338***
(3.37)
0.0443
(0.10)
1.738*
(2.57)

0.219
(0.24)
0.157
(0.83)
0.345***
(5.34)
0.550
(1.13)
0.690
(0.79)

12.50***
(8.38)
28744

7.039***
(4.77)
29190

10.77***
(3.80)
22136

6.928***
(4.63)
28983
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resources appear to be an important determinant of the decision to lobby at the
level of the BCBS. Indeed, models 1 and 5 suggest a strong positive correlation
between bank resources and lobbying. In both models, an increase in the logarithm for bank resources corresponds to an approximate .8 increase in the predicted log odds for lobbying the BCBS. Figure 1 puts these ﬁndings in context,
plotting marginal eﬀects of bank resources on BCBS lobbying using results from
model 5. We can see that the ﬁrst instance of the decision to lobby the BCBS corresponds to a value between ten and twenty on the logarithm for bank resources.
What this amounts to in real terms is approximately 200 to 500 million USD.
Importantly, this level of bank assets represents only the wealthiest 10 percent of
all banks in the full dataset of over 33,000 banks. A similar eﬀect is found for banks’
international scope. Model 2 (testing hypothesis 2 alone), ﬁnds that for each additional one thousand international subsidiaries we see a corresponding 2.37
increase in the predicted log odds for lobbying the BCBS. Marginal eﬀects are
plotted in Figure 2 and show that the decision to lobby corresponds to banks’ possessing approximately one thousand international subsidiaries. Again, this applies
to only a very concentrated group of the most internationally active banks, namely
the top 1 percent of the total dataset of more than 33,000 banks.
Support for hypotheses 1 and 2 give further purchase to existing scholarship
predicting a strong correlation between bank wealth and BCBS lobbying.52 In fact,
this analysis provides evidence of excessive and concentrated lobbying eﬀorts to
impact Basel III regulations on the part of an extremely select few of only the
world’s wealthiest banks. Hence, the results support Lall’s (2012) case study of lobbying on Basel III, which clearly shows how “large international banks […]
managed to seize control of the regulatory process, closing the window of opportunity for substantive reform.”53 The results also speak to Claessens et al.’s (2008)
study on how bank lobbying in the BCBS tends to “advance the interests of powerful market players with less regard for smaller, less sophisticated banks.”54 Taken
together, the results give a strong indication of regulatory capture for Basel III.
Nevertheless, the link between the decision to lobby and lobbying inﬂuence
remains tenuous and would require further research. What is clear, however, is
that small banks and domestically oriented banks do seem to be excluded from
BCBS lobbying, thereby painting a picture of privileged access to the BCBS that
favors the largest and wealthiest banks.
Regression results provide some support for H3, predicting a positive correlation between more stringent domestic banking regulations and BCBS lobbying.
52 Baker (2010); Igan et al. (2009); Johnson and Kwak (2010).
53 Lall (2012), 624.
54 Claessens et al. (2008), 314.
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Figure 1: Lobbying the BCBS and Bank Assets
Note: The solid line shows the effects of the log of bank assets on BCBS lobbying. The dotted lines
show the 95% conﬁdence intervals.

Figure 2: Lobbying the BCBS and International Scope
Note: The solid line shows the effects of international scope on BCBS lobbying. The dotted lines
show the 95% conﬁdence intervals.
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First, model 3 (testing H3) suggests that banks facing greater overall restrictions on
activities also tend to be more likely to lobby the BCBS. An increase in the stringency of these restrictions corresponds to a 0.5 increase in the predicted log
odds for lobbying the BCBS. Second, model 5 shows a strong positive correlation
between capital adequacy regulations and a bank’s decision to lobby the BCBS.
Speciﬁcally, an increase in the stringency of domestic capital adequacy regulations
(demanding that banks retain a greater percentage of capital relative to their total
assets) corresponds to a 2.8 increase in the predicted log odds for lobbying the
BCBS. Robustness checks using Firthlogit show similar results (see online
appendix).
How can we explain these mixed results? Why, in particular, do more stringent
overall restrictions on banks’ activities and higher capital adequacy requirements
drive banks to lobby the BCBS while the oﬃcial supervisory powers of bank regulators and the independence of the supervisory authority do not? One explanation
for this ﬁnding is related to the central role and saliency of certain banking regulations. First, restrictions on banks’ activities, in particular the freedom of banks to
engage in securities, insurance, real estate, and other such activities have largely
been linked to the ﬁnancial crisis. Regulators routinely point to the erosion of barriers separating commercial and investment banking and the repackaging of mortgage-related debt as structured ﬁnance as key determinants of the crisis.55 Further,
ﬁerce lobbying campaigns in the post-crisis period have seen banks scrambling to
roll-back regulations limiting these same activities.56 Clearly, banks facing stricter
regulations on securities and insurance related activities are highly motivated to
lobby the BCBS in an eﬀort to level the international playing ﬁeld. Second, the
issue of capital adequacy regulations has been similarly central to global
banking regulations in the post-crisis period. Indeed, capital adequacy stands at
the very center of most debates about bank regulations. As Singer (2007) puts it,
capital adequacy regulations “go to the heart of a ﬁnancial institution’s operations
and can aﬀect proﬁtability, foreign competitiveness, corporate strategy, and even
survivability. Negotiations over capital adequacy […] are therefore invariably contentious.”57 What is more, introducing more stringent capital adequacy standards
was a central component of the Basel III negotiations.58 While oversight mechanisms are part of the larger narrative on the role of banks in helping to weaken
the global ﬁnancial regulatory architecture, capital adequacy regulations and
restrictions on banks’ ﬁnancial activities have been the central focus of domestic
55
56
57
58

BIS (2008); FSA (2009).
New York Times (2013), Lipton.
Singer (2007), 2.
BIS (2008); Hellwig (2010), 2.
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and international regulators following the crisis. It was therefore primarily the
prospect of the BCBS ratcheting up these restrictions that pushed banks to seek
a more level international playing ﬁeld via the BCBS and its new Accord.
Results for H4 provide little evidence that banks facing greater adjustment
costs are more likely to take their lobbying eﬀorts to the international level.
More speciﬁcally, banks not already using Basel II are no more inclined to lobby
the BCBS than those using Basel II. Taken together with the results for H3, these
ﬁndings suggest that patterns of bank lobbying in the BCBS are more about bank
competitiveness than adjustment costs. It might be the case that banks facing
greater adjustment costs (using Basel I or some other, less stringent set of regulations) are simply not part of the active community of banks seeking inﬂuence at the
BCBS. They either stand outside the sphere of inﬂuence of the BCBS (as indicated
by the fact that they have not yet implemented Basel II) or are marginalized by
larger, more powerful banks that have already sought to inﬂuence Basel II. As
we have seen, banks that do mobilize to lobby the BCBS tend to be wealthy and
have considerable international scope. It stands to reason that their main
concern is leveling the regulatory playing ﬁeld with their international competitors.
What is more, the goal of lobbying the BCBS is not limited to ensuring less stringent
regulations, but rather ensuring that all banks play by the same rules. As such, lobbying patterns on Basel III suggest regulatory “trading up,” with banks seeking to
ensure that stringent regulations are applied at the international level and therefore equally aﬀect banks’ direct international competitors.59 Of course, our ability
to say anything deﬁnitive about these trends is limited to the fact that this analysis
does not consider banks’ lobbying preferences as expressed in their consultation
contributions. Nevertheless, the trends outlined in this analysis (especially a comparison of the results for H3 and H4) give some sense that lobbying is not aimed at
securing less stringent regulations in a “race to the bottom,” and more about a
“race to the top” for more stringent international rules.
Finally, for the control variables, there is mixed support for the idea that a
banks’ decision to lobby is a function of the size of domestic ﬁnancial markets.
Country-level indicators for the size of domestic ﬁnancial markets measured as
GDP show few signiﬁcant diﬀerences in the ﬁve models. Size of domestic
markets measured as the number of banks per country, however, tells a diﬀerent
story. For all of the models, the more commercial banks per country, the less likely
an individual bank from that country will decide to lobby the BCBS. This unexpected result can be explained in terms of crowding in the BCBS lobbying community. Individual banks from countries with a larger overall banking population will
have less of an incentive to lobby simply because other banks may already be
59 See Vogel (1995).
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representing their interests at the BCBS. There are few additional selective incentives for such banks to lobby and hence larger collective action problems. A further
control variable, BCBS membership, does not appear to have any bearing on a
bank’s decision to lobby, showing no signiﬁcant diﬀerences across any of the
models. Banks from BCBS member countries are no more likely to lobby the
Committee than banks from non-member states. Taken together with the results
for H2, it appears that banks lobby regardless of their national origin, and second,
that international banks are most likely to seek inﬂuence over BCBS regulatory
outputs.60 Finally, banks located in emerging markets show no signiﬁcant diﬀerences in any of the models.

4 Conclusions
This article examines the determinants of bank lobbying in the BCBS. Despite
increased scholarly interest in bank lobbying activities following the recent ﬁnancial crisis as well as speculation about the undue lobbying inﬂuence of banks over
domestic and global ﬁnancial regulation, little research had addressed the fundamental question of when and why banks decide to lobby the BCBS. Further, what
factors explain why some banks mobilize in an eﬀort inﬂuence BCBS regulations
while others do not? The scant work that does exist proposes several explanations
for BCBS lobbying but does not bring them together in a single, comprehensive
analysis. This article addresses this shortcoming by testing several hypotheses
for bank lobbying in the BCBS and employing a large-n quantitative analysis of
over 33,000 banks worldwide.
This article marks both a theoretical and empirical advance on existing
research. First, it complements an explanation of bank lobbying based on organizational characteristics with an institutional explanation related to domestic
banking regulations. Together, these explanations provide insight into both the
capacity of banks to lobby as well as their motivation for doing so. A second
advance is related to the empirical approach of this analysis. This article is the
ﬁrst to examine bank lobbying in the BCBS against a large population of banks
that have not lobbied the BCBS. This approach has the beneﬁt of addressing
issues of selection bias that would otherwise result from examining only those
banks that have lobbied the BCBS.
60 See Claessens et al. (2008) and Lall (2012). Griﬃth-Jones and Persaud (2003), 2, present contrasting evidence that BCBS regulations are excessively inﬂuenced by “large ﬁnancial institutions
domiciled in the countries represented on the Committee,” as cited in Lall (2012), 615.
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The central ﬁndings presented in this analysis speak to larger debates related
to ﬁnancial industry lobbying as well as regulatory politics more broadly speaking.
First, and conﬁrming hypotheses 1 and 2, I ﬁnd that banks with greater resources
as well as those that are more internationally active are more likely to lobby the
BCBS. These ﬁndings give support to existing studies suggesting that Basel III regulations were ‘captured’ by banks as well as broader studies about the impact of
ﬁnancial industry lobbying on ﬁnancial regulation.61 However, whereas existing
research stresses the central role of large, international banks, the empirical
picture painted here shows just how concentrated bank lobbying really is. Only
a very select few of the world’s wealthiest banks (the top 10 percent in terms of
wealth and the top 1 percent in terms of international scope) lobbied the BCBS
and enjoyed privileged access to Basel III negotiations.
Second, I ﬁnd that banks facing more stringent domestic banking regulations
are also more likely to lobby the BCBS than banks facing less stringent domestic
regulations. Coupled with ﬁndings regarding adjustments costs (hypothesis 4),
these results suggest an instance of “trading up” of international regulations.62
Banks do not appear to make the decision to lobby based on the potential shift
from less stringent domestic regulations to more stringent international regulations. Instead, bank lobbying is concerned with leveling the playing ﬁeld with
direct international competitors. This clearly supports similar ﬁndings for Basel
I, where the problem of jurisdictional competition did not lead to a deregulatory
spiral but rather a “race to the top.”63 As such, this study provides further support
to the idea that international regulations rarely result in a “race to the bottom.”64
Financial regulation, as with environmental, consumer, and labor regulations, sees
dynamics of competition translated into more stringent, rather than less stringent,
regulations.65 Financial actors are similar to their business counterparts insofar as
they establish more stringent regulatory regimes in an eﬀort to shape and protect
markets, as well as to level the playing ﬁeld with industry competitors.66
There are several ways for future research to build on this study. First, the
results presented here are only valid for the period 2010–2014 during the period
of Basel III negotiations. Expanding the dataset to include earlier consultations
over a range of diﬀerent regulatory issues would help to increase the
61 Lall (2012); Baker (2010); Igan, Mishra, and Tressel (2009); Chalmers (2015). For a competing
view, see Young (2012).
62 See Vogel (1995).
63 Genschel and Plümper (1997), 630f; see also Kapstein (1989).
64 For an overview, see Koenig-Archibugi (2012).
65 Vogel (1995); Prakash and Potoski (2006); Holzinger, Knill, and Sommerer (2008); Flanagan
(2006).
66 cf. Braitwaite and Drahos (2000).
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generalizability of my empirical claims. Doing this, however, would require a
careful consideration of consultation-speciﬁc factors, like the salience and scope
of the proposed regulation.67 Importantly, the patterns of bank lobbying revealed
in this analysis do suggest the systematic exclusion of small and nationally-oriented banks from BCBS lobbying as well as privileged access for large, internationally active banks. However, given the rarity of bank lobbying revealed in this
analysis, my results give purchase to recent research suggesting the rather circumscribed nature of bank lobbying inﬂuence.68 Future research could therefore go
further in examining the causal mechanisms linking the explanatory variables
used in this analysis and banks’ inﬂuence over BCBS decisions.69 One central limitation of this study is that it does not examine the lobbying positions of each individual bank with regard to each policy proposal. As such, we do not know the
extent to which banks were lobbying in favor of more or less stringent regulation.
Coding the lobbying positions of banks as expressed in their consultation contributions, which is now common practice in the larger literature on interest group
politics would therefore also be a fruitful avenue for future research.70 Finally,
future research could also examine in greater detail the diﬀerences revealed in
this analysis between the various dimensions of domestic banking regulations
and bank lobbying. While capital adequacy regulations and restrictions on
banking activities may be important and contentious aspects of domestic regulations, why are banks less motivated by more stringent oversight and supervisory
mechanisms of banking regulations? Are these other dimensions of domestic
banking regulations perceived as less of a burden on banks’ international competitiveness? Investigation into these questions will certainly help us ﬂesh out our
understanding of banks’ decision to take their lobbying eﬀorts to the BCBS.
Acknowledgements: Thanks are due to Juliet Johnson and Kevin Young for their
helpful comments on earlier drafts of this article. I would also like to thank
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